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Abstract 

The primary motivation for multi-sensor image fusion is to combine the 
complementary information derived from different modality sensors. Building on the 
work reported in two of our earlier papers from IRIS Passive Sensors 1996, we show 
how opponent-color processing and center-surround shunting neural networks can be 
used to develop a variety of image fusion architectures. By emulating single-opponent 
color processing cells in the retina, and double-opponent color cells in primaiy visual 
cortex, we demonstrate an effective strategy’ for color image fusion as applied to: 

• low-light visible and thermal IR fusion for color night vision, 
• 6-hand multispectral fusion for camouflage detection, 
• EO/IR/SAR multi-modal fusion from separate sensor platforms. 

We have also developed a realtime visible/IR fusion processor from multiple 
C80 DSP chips using commercially available boards, and use it in conjunction with 
the Lincoln Lab low-light CCD and an uncooled IR camera. Limited human factors 
testing of visible/IR fusion has shown improved human performance using our color 
fused imagery as compared to alternative fusion strategies or either single image 
modality alone. We conclude that fusion architectures which match opponent-sensor 
contrasts to human opponent-color pathways will yield fused image products of high 
image quality and utility. 

1. BACKGROUND 

The motivations for multi-sensor image fusion go well beyond the desire for multiple views 

of a scene in order to obtain statistically significant measurements, overcome visual occlusion, or 

manage a hand-off between sensing modalities. In choosing multiple sensing modalities, one seeks to 

combine the complementary information obtained from those modalities, and in the case of imaging 

sensors one can benefit from fusing all image modalities into a single color composite for 

presentation to the user, or for further processing. Examples addressed in this paper involve the 
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fusion of visible and LWIR imagery, multispectral fusion of six bands from visible through SWIR, 

and fusion of visible, IR, and SAR (synthetic aperture radar) imagery. These modalities image very 

different physical properties of a scene, and their complementary information is well known. In the 

case of SAR imagery, with its unusual non-literal appearance, it is very useful to render the SAR 

information in a literal context as provided by the visible image. In the case of targets in the hide, it 

is clearly more difficult to spoof a multi-sensor system. Image fusion can also be expected to reduce 

a user’s workload and enhance performance (accuracy and speed) with regard to scene 

comprehension, target pop-out, change detection between modalities, and even reduce operator 

fatigue. It remains the domain of human factors testing to determine if, indeed, any of these 

expectations are realized in practice. 

At the IRIS Passive Sensors 1996 meeting, we presented two papers that introduced our 

approach to multi-sensor and multispectral color image fusion based on the concepts of opponent- 

color neural networks (Gove, Cunningham & Waxman, 1996; Waxman et al., 1996c). We had 

already presented related work in the contexts of synthetic vision for vehicle guidance (Waxman et 

ah, 1995a, 1995b), and target detection and recognition (Waxman et ah, 1995c). Two patents have 

also been pursued (Waxman et ah, 1996a, 1996b). This paper reports substantial progress in this 

approach to image fusion, with new applications described. 

At Passive Sensors 1996, our dual-sensor imaging system utilized an intensified-CCD and an 

uncooled LWIR camera of lower resolution, with realtime fusion first implemented on an 8-bit 

integer video-rate computer and later on dual-C80 DSP boards. This provided the first example of 

visible/IR color fused night vision. Dual-sensor fusion was achieved using a retinal processing 

architecture consisting of two layers of center-surround receptive fields performing contrast 

enhancement with adaptive dynamic range compression, and single-opponent color contrast 

processing, from which three fields would drive a color display. The multispectral fusion system 

extended the neural architecture beyond the retinal level, to include double-opponent color contrast 

fields as found in primary visual cortex. We had demonstrated color fusion on three-band IR imagery 

(SWIR, MWIR, LWIR sub-bands), with substantial improvement of visual quality and detail over 

that obtained by mapping three imaged bands (either directly or their principal components) to the 

red, green, and blue channels of a display. 

Prior to our introduction of opponent-color fusion strategies, other methods for image fusion 

were rooted in pixel-level choice or blending of modalities, aimed at maximizing contrast and 

implemented on multiscale image representations (Burt & Kolczynski, 1993; Ryan & Tinkler, 1995; 

Toet, 1990, 1992; Toet et al., 1989). The results are grayscale fused images, which don’t support 

target detection as accurately as our color fused images do in human factors tests (Steele & Perconti, 

1997; Toet et al., 1997). This motivated Toet, a pioneer in visible/IR image fusion, to develop 

another color fusion method (Toet & Walraven, 1996). This alternative color fusion method did 

provide improved target detection results, comparable to our own (on the same imagery with the 

same human subjects), however, the quality of the imagery was inferior, often resembling colored 

cartoons (comparisons of the resulting imagery can be found in Toet et al., 1997). Thus, in assessing 

the utility of fused imagery for select tasks such as target detection and localization, we found that 

one must be careful to not loose sight of the importance of image quality, for it certainly plays a role 

in object recognition tasks. 

Since the time of Passive Sensors 1996, we have deepened our understanding of dual-sensor 

color fusion (Waxman et al., 1997), made progress in the design of fusion architectures and realtime 

implementations (Savoye et al., 1996a), obtained encouraging results from human factors 

experiments with color fused imagery (Steele & Perconti, 1997; Toet et al., 1997; Waxman et al., 

1996d), and conducted field demonstrations and comparisons (Waxman et al., 1996e). We have 



recently extended the domain of applicability of opponent-color image fusion to six-band 

multispectral imagery for camouflage detection, and to the fusion of visible (EO), mid-wave infrared 

(1R), and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery collected on multiple platforms at different times. 

We will summarize here the principals and architectures we have developed, and show results from 

various sensor collections. At the Passive Sensors 1998 conference, results were shown to illustrate 

realtime color fusion of the new Lincoln Laboratory 640x480 pixel low-light CCD with uncooled 

LWIR imagery from a Raytheon T1 Systems camera. A separate paper reports progress on the 

development of the Lincoln low-light CCD for night vision applications (Reich et al„ 1998; Savoye 

et ah, 1996b). 

2. Biological Processing Designs 

and Perceptual Motivations 

The basis of our computational approach to image fusion derives from biological models of 

color vision and visible/IR fusion. In the case of color vision in monkeys and man, retinal cone (i.e., 

detector) sensitivities are spectrally broad and overlapping, but the images are quickly contrast 

enhanced within hands by spatial opponent processing via cone-horizontal-bipolar cell interactions 

creating both ON and OFF center-surround channels (Schiller, 1992). These signals are then color- 

contrast enhanced between hands via interactions among bipolar, sustained amacrine, and single¬ 

opponent color ganglion cells (Schiller & Logothetis, 1990; Gouras, 1991), all within the retina. 

Further color processing in the form of double-opponent color cells is found in the primary visual 

cortex of primates (and the retinas of some fish). Opponent processing interactions form the basis of 

such percepts as color opponency, color constancy, and color contrast, though the exact mechanisms 

are not fully understood (Kaiser & Boynton, 1996). A significant insight that one obtains from these 

neurological findings, is that nonlinear center-surround receptive fields come in many varieties, are 

used to process imagery within and between bands, are the substrate for opponent processes in 

vision, and in general play an enormous role in the hierarchical design of biological image 

processors. 

Examples of cross-modality fusion are also known. Fusion of visible and thermal IR imagery 

has been observed in several classes of neurons in the optic tectum (the evolutionary progenitor of 

the primate superior colliculus) of rattlesnakes and pythons (pit vipers and boid snakes, respectively), 

as described by Newman and Hartline (1981, 1982). These neurons display interactions in which one 

sensing modality (e.g., IR) can enhance or depress the response to the other sensing modality (e.g., 

visible) in a strongly nonlinear fashion. These tectum cell responses relate to (and perhaps control) 

the attentional focus of the snake as observed by its striking behavior. This discovery predates the 

observation of bimodal visual/auditory fusion cells observed in the primate superior colliculus (King, 

1990). Moreover, these visible/IR fusion cells are suggestive of ON and OFF channels feeding 

single-opponent color-contrast cells; a strategy which forms the basis of our computational models. 

Our multi-sensor image fusion architectures are constructed from hierarchies of center- 

surround receptive fields, with organization mimicking that of the retina and first area (VI) of visual 

cortex. We restrict ourselves here to primarily the color processing stream, though our inclusion of 

SAR imagery will benefit from models of form processing (involving VI, V2 and V4). We will 

make use of many types of center-surround fields, though all are well represented in the primate 

color vision system. The results are consistently color fused products of high image quality. We have 

found this to be the case across many different sensor systems. 



The advantage of color fused imagery is due to the fact that the user’s visual system can 

exploit this coloring to aid perceptual pop-out of extended navigation cues and compact targets 

(Wolfe et al, 1989; Grossberg et al., 1994). Image coloring has long been known as an aid to 

interpretation (Fink, 1976), as it allows for many more color contrasts to separate target from 

background than does a limited grayscale (Barbur & Forsyth, 1990). Moreover, color displays are 

known to maintain higher vigilance levels in users than similar grayscale displays (Widdel & 

Pfendler, 1990). It is common experience (e.g., watching television and movies) that color imagery 

generates greater and more rapid scene comprehension than grayscale imagery does. We have every 

reason to expect that color fused imagery of high quality will lead to higher levels of human 

performance, and the human factors experiments conducted so far have borne this out (Steele & 

Perconti, 1997; Toet et al., 1997). The ability to generate a rich color percept from dual-band 

imagery was first demonstrated experimentally in the visible (red and white imagery;) domain by 

Land (1959a,b), and motivated his famous retinex theory of color vision (Land, 1983) which itself 

lacked any notion of opponent-color! 

3. Opponent-Processing Neural Network 

The computational model that underlies all the opponent processing stages utilized here is 

the feedforward center-surround shunting neural network of Grossberg (1973, 1988a; also see Ellias 

& Grossberg, 1975). It is used to enhance spatial contrast within individual sensor bands, to 

adaptively normalize and compress dynamic range through local gain control, to create both positive 

(ON) and negative (OFF) polarity contrast images, and to create single-opponent color-contrast 

images between bands or between sensing modalities. It is used to extract cross modality contrast as 

a form of new information to visualize. 

The large variety of center-surround receptive fields utilized in our fusion architectures are 

based on the same opponent-processing neural network, whose dynamics (and equilibrium) are 

described at each pixel ij by the equations. 

= -AEy + (l-EijOtcAj - (l+Eij)[Gs*IS]ij (la) 

[CIc - Gs*IS]jj 

U A + [CIc + Gs*IS]ij 

where E is the opponent processed enhanced image, X is the input image that excites the single 

pixel center of the receptive field (a single pixel center is used to preserve resolution of the processed 

images), and A is the input image that inhibits the gaussian surround Gs of the receptive field. 

Equation (la) describes the temporal dynamics of a charging neural membrane (cp. capacitor) which 

leaks charge at rate A, and has excitatory and inhibitory input ion currents determined by Ohm's law 

(the shunting coefficients (1±E) act as potential differences across the membrane, and the input 

image signals modulate the ion selective membrane conductances). Equation (lb) describes the 

equilibrium that is rapidly established at each pixel (i.e., at frame rate), and defines a type of 

nonlinear image processing with parameters A, C, and size of the gaussian surround. The shunting 

coefficients of equation (la) clearly imply that the dynamic range of the enhanced image E is 



bounded, -1<E<1, regardless of the dynamic range of the input imagery. When the imagery which 

feeds the center and surround is taken from the same input image, the numerator of equation (lb) is 

the familiar difference-of-gaussians filtering which, for C >7, acts to boost high spatial frequencies 

superimposed on the background. The denominator of equation (lb) acts to adaptively normalize this 

contrast enhanced imagery based on the local mean in the neighborhood surround. In fact, (lb) 

displays a smooth transition between linear filtering (when A exceeds the local mean brightness, such 

as in dark regions) and ratio processing (when A can be neglected as in bright regions of the 

imagery). This is particularly useful for processing the wide dynamic range imagery obtained with 

low-light CCDs, FLIRs, and SARs. Following the processing of each image by equation (lb), we 

remap the resulting bounded dynamic range to an 8-bit integer range by application of a sigmoidal 

nonlinearity that adapts to the statistics of the processed image. These enhanced images are 

reminiscent of the lightness images postulated in Land's (1983) retinex theory (also see Grossberg, 

1988b, on discounting the illuminant). 

A modified version of equation (1), with an inhibitory center and excitatory> surround is used 

to create an enhanced OFF image (e.g., a reverse polarity enhanced IR image). With imagery of 

separate bands/sensors first enhanced and normalized by application of equation (lb), we make 

repeated use of this opponent processing to form band/sensor-contrast images by feeding one 

band/sensor to the center and another to the surround region of the model. This results in terms 

involving band differences and band ratios, both measures used in the remote sensing community. 

We have found that a surround neighborhood of 7x7 pixels provides high quality results, though our 

realtime implementations have generally utilized only 3x3 neighborhoods. This simple module forms 

the computational building block of all our fusion architectures. It involves approximately 35 integer 

operations per pixel on 16 bit data. We believe it could be realized in an efficient, compact, and low- 

power implementation on two FPGAs or one ASIC. 

Figures la-f illustrate the usefulness of this opponent-processing network on single modality 

imagery obtained from wide dynamic range visible (Fig. la-c) and mid-wave IR (Fig. ld-f) cameras. 

Figures la-c show a 640x480 image taken with a Lincoln CCD camera under starlight conditions. 

The CCD itself has an enormous dynamic range, of which only a portion is digitized to 12 bits. The 

bright end of the dynamic range captures the information shown in Figure la, while the dark end of 

the dynamic range is shown in Figure lb. This 12-bit dynamic range cannot be presented on a typical 

8-bit display, however, the adaptively processed image of 



la. Bright end of 12-bit dynamic range. Id. Histogram remapped 12-bit dynamic range. 

lc. Adaptively processed full dynamic range. If. Adaptively processed; two iterations. 

Figure 1. Adaptive processing of wide dynamic range imagery using center-surround shunting neural 

networks, (a-c) Visible image taken under starlight conditions with a Lincoln Lab CCD camera, (d-f) 

MW1R image taken during daylight with a Hughes InSb focal plane camera. 



Figure lc has compressed all the contrast information into an 8-bit dynamic range, well suited for 

display. There are certainly other approaches to compressing dynamic range, besides the adaptive 

opponent-processing network we utilize. However, most other methods tty to remap brightness 

directly, by manipulating a histogram without regard to spatial distribution of brightness, i.e., 

contrast. Figures ld-f illustrate this comparison on a 640x480 MW1R image with 12-bit dynamic 

range taken with a Hughes InSb focal plane camera flown in a P-3 aircraft. Figure Id (provided to us 

by S. Campana of the former NAWC, Warminster) displays a log-brightness histogram equalized 

version of the data, and shows large areas of saturation at both ends of the dynamic range. Figure le 

is the result of our adaptive processing on the same original data, and displays greater detail, 

improved sharpness, and far less saturation. And since the adaptive processing is nonlinear, we can 

iterate the process to reveal still greater detail, as shown in Figure If (which was derived by 

processing Figure le). With each iteration of the adaptive processing, more contrast information is 

being allocated to the fixed dynamic range of the 8-bit grayscale display. 

4. Visible/IR Fusion Architectures 

For night operations (both military and civilian), the reflected visible moon/star-light and the 

thermally emitted IR bands provide complementary information, and both modalities are routinely 

used by rotorcraft pilots (currently in the form of helmet-mounted image intensifier tubes and turret- 

mounted FLIRs). For ground navigation as well as targeting, both modalities are also utilized. A 

realtime system with low latency, which can display fused imagery to the user is desirable and 

expected to enhance human performance. 
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Figure 2. Dual-sensor imaging pod developed at Lincoln Laboratory. It consists of 

a Lincoln 640x480 pixel low-light CCD, a Raytheon T1 Systems 320x240 pixel 

uncooled LWIR camera, and a dichroic beam splitter. 



Figure 2 illustrates a dual-sensor visible/LWIR imaging pod recently constructed at Lincoln 

Laboratory for the DARPA Integrated Imaging Sensors program. It consists of a Lincoln Lab low- 

light CCD imager of 640x480 pixel resolution, able to provide useful imagery at 30 frames/sec (or 

slower) below starlight illumination levels (Reich et al., 1998; Savoye et al., 1996b), an uncooled 

ferroelectric LW1R thermal imager of 320x240 resolution from Raytheon T1 Systems (Flannery & 

Miller, 1992), and a dichroic beam splitter that transmits the visible-NIR band but reflects the LWIR 

band. The low-light CCD imager itself has a dynamic range of five orders-of-magnitude, though only 

three orders-of-magnitude are currently supported by the 12-bit A/D converter. The uncooled LWIR 

camera outputs a standard analog video stream which is then digitized to 8-bit pixels. We will soon 

acquire a Lockheed Martin uncooled microbolometer LWIR camera which outputs 15-bit digital 

imagery. The lenses utilized on both cameras, in conjunction with the beam splitter, provide a nearly 

registered 40° field of view. Deviations from registration (magnification and distortion) are 

compensated for in the realtime fusion processor. 

The neural architecture utilized to fuse visible/LWIR imagery obtained with sensors of 

unmatched resolution and quality, such as those of Figure 2, is constructed from center-surround 

opponent processing fields as illustrated in Figure 3, and was presented at the Passive Sensors 1996 

conference (Waxman et al., 1996c). 



Following noise cleaning of the visible imagery (we have explored both realtime median 

filtering and non-realtime Boundary’ Contour/Feature Contour System processing [Grossberg, 1988b; 

Waxman et al., 1995c]), and distortion correction to ensure image registration, we form two 

grayscale fused single-opponent color-contrast images using equation (lb) with the enhanced Visible 

feeding the excitatory centers and the enhanced IR (ON-IR and OFF-1R, respectively) feeding the 

inhibitory surrounds. In analogy to the primate opponent-color cells (Gouras, 1991), we label these 

two single-opponent images +Vis~IR and +Vis+IR. In all cases, we retain only positive responses for 

these various contrast images. 

Our two single-opponent color/sensor contrast images are analogous to the IR-depressed- 

visual and IR-enhanced-visual cells, respectively, of the rattlesnake (Newman & Flartline, 1981, 

1982); they even display similar nonlinear behavior. In fact, with the IR image being of lower 

resolution than the visible image (in the snake, and for man-made uncooled IR imagers), a single 

large IR pixel may be considered as a small surround for its corresponding visible pixel. In this 

context, our opponent-color contrast images can be interpreted as coordinate rotations in the color 

space of Visible vs. IR, along with local adaptive scalings of the new color axes. Such color space 

transformations were fundamental to Land’s (1959a,b, 1983) analyses of his dual-band red and white 

colorful imagery. 

To achieve a natural color presentation of these opponent images (each being an 8-bit 

grayscale image), we assign the following color channels (8-bits each) to our digital imagery: (1) 

enhanced Vis to Green, (2) +Vis-IR to Blue, and (3) + Vis+IR to Red. These channels are consistent 

with our natural associations of warm red and cool blue. Finally, as shown in the architecture of 

Figure 3, these three channels can be interpreted as R,G,B inputs to a color remapping stage in which, 

following conversion to H,S,V (hue, saturation, value) color space, hues can be remapped to 

alternative “more natural” hues, colors can be desaturated, and then reconverted to R.G.B signals to 

drive a color display. The result is a high quality fused color presentation of visible/IR imagery. 

For the case of comparable resolution visible and LWIR sensors, as is obtained with an 

intensified-CCD and a cryogenically cooled scanning FLIR (or alternatively, the Lincoln Lab low- 

light CCD and the Hughes InSb MWIR imager, both of 640x480 resolution), we utilize the more 

symmetric fusion architecture shown in Figure 4, also constructed from center-surround opponent 

processing fields. Notice that a broadband brightness channel is also formed which can drive a 

grayscale display for comparison of gray fused to color fused imagery (the subject of some debate, to 

be reconciled by human factors testing). Again, three output channels can drive a color display 

directly, or can feed a color remap module which operates in H,S, Vcolor space. 

Figures 5a-f illustrate visible/LWIR fused results from both of these architectures. Figures 

5a,b show enhanced visible imagery (obtained with an intensified-CCD) and enhanced thermal IR 

imagery (obtained with an uncooled LWIR camera from T.I.), collected with Lincoln’s early 

generation dual-sensor pod under conditions of dusk. The detail on the ground is revealed in the 

visible, while the horizon and water-line are revealed in the low-resolution LWIR. The fused color 

image shown in Figure 5c is obtained using the architecture shown in Figure 3, without any 

remapping of colors before display. Notice how this fused result combines the complementary 

information provided by the source imagery, and how natural and detailed it appears. 

Figures 5d-f illustrate the case of comparable resolution sensors, an intensified-CCD and a 

lst-generation FLIR, using the architecture of Figure 4, and including a standard color remap for 

operations over ground. The source imagery, shown in Figures 5d,e, was obtained during nap-of-the- 

earth helicopter flight at night, and was provided to us by the Army NVESD. Both digital stills and 

videotapes for realtime fusion were used to support a human factors study at NVESD which 

compared the effectiveness of several alternative fusion algorithms including our own (Steele & 



Perconti, 1997). Realtime fusion of two analog video streams was implemented on two commercial 

C80 boards (from Ariel Coip.) in a desktop PC. The fused image, shown in Figure 5f clearly 

illustrates the combining of complementary information. This time the horizon, tree detail and cast 

shadows (under quarter-moon), and saturated bloom due to a tower light comes from the intensified- 

CCD image, while the road is detected in the black-hot FLIR image. The color fused result provides 

high image quality, and supports enhanced depth perception down the road. 

Low-Light 
Visible 
Imagery 

Noise 
Cleaning 

Figure 4. A symmetric, single-opponent visible/FLIR image fusion architecture well suited to 

sensors of comparable resolution. Both gray and color fused images are created in realtime. 



An example of smokescreen penetration, obtained with the fusion architecture of Figure 4, is 

shown in Figures 6a-c. This imagery was collected by the Canadian military for a NATO study group 

on image fusion, and was kindly provided to us by A. Toet of TNO, the Netherlands. Though 

collected during the day, it clearly shows how scenic context can be captured in the visible, while hot 

targets are easily detected through smoke by a FLIR. However, neither image alone nor the two 

together convey the quality of information provided by the color fused result. In Figure 6c we can 

clearly see a tow-truck in front of the smoke, a helicopter behind the smoke, and men and equipment 

in the smokescreen itself. We have processed a sequence of 100 frames from this collection, and the 

fused results clearly portray the moving vehicles and men. 

We have recently developed a realtime visible/IR color fusion processor to support wide 

dynamic range digital imagery provided by the Lincoln Lab low-light CCD and an uncooled IR 

camera (either the Raytheon TI Systems analog video camera or the Lockheed Martin IR Systems 

15-bit digital camera, or for that matter a cryo-cooled InSb camera). We utilize a set of four Matrox 

Genesis C80 boards, providing for dual-digital video input and six C80 processing nodes, in an 

industrial PC rack-mount chassis, with a Pentium host processor card. The fusion processor measures 

19”xl8”x9”, weighs 41 lbs,, and consumes under 150 watts. With a dedicated ASIC implementation 

of the center-surround processing of equation (lb), a fusion architecture such as Figure 4 could be 

realized on a single board. 



5a. Enhanced IICCD visible image. 5d. Original I1CCD visible image. 

5b. Enhanced LWIR (uncooled) image. 5e. Original thermal 1R (FLIR) image. 

5c. Fused result derived from 5a,b. 5f. Fused result derived from 5d,e. 

Figure 5. Color night vision by fusion of image-intensified visible and thermal 1R imagery. 

(a-c) Lincoln imagery using sensors of different resolutions; fused using the architecture in Fig 3. 

(d-f) Army N VESD helicopter imagery using sensors of similar resolution; fused using the 

architecture in Fig 4. 
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6a. Origianl visible (CCD) image. 
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6c. Fused result derived from 6a,b. 8b. Fused result derived from 6 bands. 

Figure 6. Smokescreen penetration by color 

fusion of visible and thermal 1R imagery. 

Canadian DREVimagery of similar resolution; 

fused using thearchitecture in Fig. 4. 

Figure 8. Camouflaged target pop-out by color 

fusion of multispectral imagery (R, G, B, N1R, 

SW1R1, SWIR2 bands). Fusion using the 

architecture in Fig. 7. Targets appear as blue 

objects. 



5. Six-Band Visible / NIR / SWIR Fusion Architecture 

When fusing imagery from more than two bands/sensors, it is necessary to go beyond the 

single-opponent “retinal” architectures of Figures 3&4. At Passive Sensors 1996 we introduced a 

double-opponent “cortical” architecture for the fusion of 3-band IR imagery (Gove, Cunningham & 

Waxman, 1996). That architecture has been simplified somewhat here, and adapted for 6-band 

imageiy (red, green, blue, near-IR, and 2 short-wave IR bands) collected with an ERIM sensor. All 

bands are collected in a spatially registered format, though they occupy veiy different parts of the 

dynamic range. The architecture for color fusion of these six bands is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Double-opponent architecture for fusing six bands of imagery into one color product. 

This double-opponent architecture is well suited for fusing three or four image bands. In this 

case we have selected green, blue, and the two SWIR bands as the primary bands, with red and NIR 

contributing only to the brightness. This particular combination of bands was chosen to illustrate the 

detection of camouflage, which is designed to match foliage in the visible and NIR bands, but which 

deviates from foliage in the SWIR bands. In fact, it is the contrast between the two SWIR bands in 

Figure 7 that is responsible for detecting camouflage. This will become clear when we consider the 

example in Figure 8. 

The architecture in Figure 7 begins with opponent-processing of each band separately in 

order to enhance contrast and adaptively normalize all the bands. The architecture then organizes 

into three channels, two opponent-color channels and one broadband channel. The enhanced Red, 

Green, Blue, and NIR bands are linearly combined to form a single broadband channel which is 

adaptively processed to enhance brightness contrast and then mapped to a display brightness channel 

Y. The two opponent-color channels operate on pairs of bands, forming symmetric single-opponent 



color-contrasts which are combined into double-opponent contrasts. These double-opponent outputs 

are then mapped to opponent-color display channels / and Q. The Y,/, 0 color space is a very useful 

mapping, as it attempts to represent human opponent-color channels (and is the basis for NTSC 

encoding of color television signals). We utilize a simple definition of Y as brightness, I as red vs. 

green opponency, and Q as blue vs. yellow opponency. In teims of R,G,B display values, we have 

Y=[R+G+B]/3, I=[R-GJ, Q=[B-(R+G)/2], Thus, the double-opponent outputs and the broadband 

output can drive a color display directly, or can first undergo a color remapping in the H,S, V color 

space before display. A color remap typically rotates the hue circle (like the tint control on a 

television) so that foliage in a scene appears green. 

Figure 8 illustrates the utility of six-band fusion to detect camouflage. In figure 8a we show 

an enhanced visible three-band color image in which the red, green, and blue sensor bands are first 

adaptively processed to enhance contrast and normalize, and then mapped directly to R,G,B for 

display. The adaptive processing within bands greatly improves the visibility of detail over the 

original imagery, but it is still difficult to find the camouflaged targets. In figure 8b we show the 

double-opponent color fused image derived from six sensor bands. The camouflaged targets now pop 

out of the scene as three blue objects lined up on the road between the trees on the right side. There is 

even a decoy object in line with the three targets which does not appear blue in the color fused result. 

Looking back to figure 8a in the visible bands, we see how the decoy is easily confused with the 

targets, all of which resemble foliage. Referring back to the architecture in Figure 7, we expect the 

foliage (being more green than blue) to have a relatively high Q value, and the camouflage (which 

has stronger SWIR2 than SWIR1 reflectivity) to have a relatively high / value. Thus, before color 

remapping, the foliage would display as bluish while the targets would be reddish. By rotating the 

hue circle so as to remap the foliage to green, the resulting remap renders the camouflaged targets as 

blue. Regardless of the exact choice of color remap, the fused color image provides a large color 

contrast between the targets and the foliage which makes them visually pop out from the scene. 

6. EO / IR / SAR Multi-Platform Fusion Architecture 

Three complementary imaging modalities which are commonly used for surveillance are 

visible (EO), infrared (1R), and synthetic aperture radar (SAR). At these different wavelengths, the 

imageiy reveals very different qualitative information about the scene. Each modality has advantages 

(and disadvantages), EO being literal, IR (MWIR or LWIR) able to image at night and to reveal 

thermal structure, and SAR able to operate during the day or night and through clouds, and to reveal 

metallic objects which act as strong reflectors in the scene. Taken alone, SAR imageiy can be veiy 

difficult to interpret without a lot of training, and even then it takes more time than a literal EO 

image. In this era of UAVs carrying multiple imagers of different modalities, it is desirable to be 

able to fuse the information derived from separate modalities, and delivered by separate platforms, 

into a single color image. This can be accomplished by first registering the imageiy to a common 

reference frame and then utilizing a modified double-opponent color fusion architecture. 

The need to register imagery obtained from different sensor platforms can be considered a 

separate challenge from that of the multi-sensor image fusion problem. It is straightforward to 

register a local ground plane across all modalities if the sensor pointing information is known or 

estimated. However, veiy different imaging geometries will suffer occlusion and layover problems 

that cannot be resolved from a single image of each modality. We are currently developing new 

methods to enable registration and fusion of imageiy from multiple sensors. 

The double-opponent architecture we utilize for EO/1R/SAR fusion is shown in Figure 9. As 

was the case with dual-band visible/IR fusion, we utilize both polarities of IR obtained from ON and 



OFF opponent-processing fields. The ON-IR channel is paired with the EO channel to form 

symmetric single-opponent pairs and a double-opponent output which is mapped to human opponent 

channel Q. The OFF-IR channel is paired with the SAR channel to form single-opponent pairs and a 

double-opponent output which is mapped to human opponent channel I. The brightness channel Y is 

driven by a linear combination of EO, OFF-IR, and SAR. 

Notice that the SAR channel is first processed by an OFF-polarity BCS/FCS network in 

order to reduce the speckle associated with a typical SAR image. The Boundary Contour System 

(BCS) and Feature Contour System (FCS) are neural models of form and shading developed by 

Grossberg and Mingolla (see Grossberg, 1988b), involving visual processing at the retinal and 

cortical (VI, V2, V4) levels. BCS/FCS processing can be viewed as an elaborate form of boundary 

completion and edge preserving smoothing, meant to suppress noise without blurring edges or other 

high contrast features. A simplified version of BCS/FCS, involving multi-scale boundary 

computations, was developed for SAR imagery (Waxman et al., 1995c). The first stage of BCS/FCS 

processing is the center-surround field of equation (lb), and an OFF-field can be used there to create 

an OFF-BCS/FCS network. This polarity reversal leads to improved speckle reduction, and is 

compensated for by a following polarity reversal as shown in Figure 9. 

The multi-sensor image fusion architecture used here attempts to match opponent-sensor 

channels to human opponent-color channels. It also allows for a final remapping of colors in the 

H,S,V color space. It is very effective in rendering the fused scene in a literal manner, while 

displaying each modality in the context of the others. Simple mappings of the EO/IR/SAR imagery 

(or their principal components) directly to R.G.B display channels are completely ineffective, 

providing poor image quality and having a non-literal appearance. 

7. Summary 



We have shown that an effective strategy for the fusion of imagery derived from multiple 

sensors is to emulate the various stages of opponent-color processing in the human visual system. 

Single-opponent color architectures are sufficient for fusing two sensors, such as a CCD camera and 

a thermal 1R imager. A realtime fusion processor has been developed from commercial DSP boards 

for fusing the Lincoln Lab 640x480 low-light CCD with an uncooled 320x240 LWIR camera to 

provide color night vision. Double-opponent color architectures are effective for fusing three or four 

image bands, and we have also demonstrated the fusion of six bands of visible/NIR/SWIR to detect 

camouflaged targets. Our realtime fusion processor could easily be scaled up to support four-band 

fusion. Double-opponent architectures are also capable of fusing imagery of different modalities 

such as EO, 1R, and SAR, following registration to a common reference frame. The result is a very 

literal image which displays each modality in the context of the others. Such fusion architectures 

match opponent-sensor contrasts to human opponent-color pathways. 
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